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"The Resurrection of the Meadow" is described by the author as "A Record of Thirteen Occult

Formulas & Charms of Art with Purport & A Sealing Conjuration & their many useful Sorcerous

Permutations, Writ & Gathered on Walpurgis Night 2010, For those Inquisitive Adepts who walk The

despised path of True Sorcery, The long-dimmed radiance of the Ancient Gold of the Wise." Found

within this full, self-contained working grimoire is a system of sorcery relying on the ancient spiritual

aesthetic of the Faery-Faith and the Metaphysics of Elfhame- interaction with the Unseen world

through the vehicle of the spirit-forms or the fetch-bodies of non-human persons that are merged

with the land around us. Steeped in folklore and a much older form of deep ecology, it is a powerful

work of Art for the discerning occultist. The grimoire contains, among other things, full instructions

for sealing and protecting the "Meadow" or sanctified outdoors locations, the "Feery Feast", the

manifesting of the powerful "Weird of the Cairn", the creation of sacred interaction-points with the

"Convocation of the Meadow" or Land-spirits, various Crossings, arboreal workings for harvesting

and gathering sorcerous components from tree and plant weirds, charms of increase and fertility,

and the creation of the fearful "White Mommet" for works of sympathetic magic.
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This is a gem of a Grimoire. The author has penned a well organized, and thought out volume. The

introduction and afterword are quite simply essential to the understanding, conception, space and

relationship needed for the magical workings contained within. Mr. Artisson illustrates quite



admirably the thought process, the instinct, of the ancient mind, and its relationship with the land,

which seekers have been trying to regain since its loss, or intentional eradication. He then takes us

through his castings, workings, or spells, which in essence are carefully crafted, beautifully worded

intentions, and each accompanied by a purport, where he explains the working. I thoroughly

enjoyed this book. (the 1st I've read by this author, and will not be my last)There is something quite

grand here, that encompasses us all, that is expressed through many Indigenous cultures, that we

all knew, and for those of us who forgot, it is time to remember !!!! Thank you Mr. Artisson for your

efforts, and your words. It is truly appreciated. May your path be beautiful for you ! Peace !

When I received The Resurrection of the Meadow by Robin Artisson my first thought was, "It's so

small". But it is small the way a jewel is small. And it is many times more potent. I loved the way he

wove Magic into Poetry into Art. And it is seamless. I loved his powerful simplicity, one knows it has

been HONED and crafted for a very long time. The spells are beautiful, poignant even. It made my

heart ache that I do not live way in the wilderness where I could have an undisturbed meadow of my

own. Most of all he creeps into your soul and shows your soul that this is REAL. So even if I don't

have a meadow in the wilderness, I have a yard, I have imagination and at night I have dreams.

This is all you need to enter into this wondrous realm. The book is little like an acorn, and it grows

within the same.

It just came in the mail ! Beautiful book, lovely artwork, I can't wait to read it. I have 2 others by him

and have just ordered this one and his new book because I need more, more, more !

Phenomenal, a must read

Beautiful!

This is my humble opinion: I've read several of Artisson's books. I had a tough time getting through

'The Witching Way of the Hollow Hill' the first and second time I read it, however 'The Horn of

Evenwood' was more concise and a pleasure to endure, and finally there is 'The Resurrection of the

Meadow' and this I feel was masterfully crafted. Artisson has honed his writing ability to become

more comprehensible, furthermore the artwork in 'The Resurrection of the Meadow' is enchanting. If

you enjoyed any of Artisson's previous work, then I highly recommend this book.



What a beautiful book. Very poetic and well written.

This helps bring back the "old craft" from the insipid American take on Wicca. If you're looking for

love, light, and unicorn farts, this isn't for you.
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